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We propose a new mechanism for prompt simultaneous production ofJ/ψ andϒ mesons in high

energy hadronic collisions. The process is considered as a perturbative production ofB(∗)
c mesons

g+g → B(∗)
c +B̄c

(∗) followed by a long-distance final state interaction that rearranges the quarks

to form J/ψ andϒ mesons. Passing fromB(∗)
c +B̄c

(∗) configuration toJ/ψ+ϒ configuration may

proceed via a hypothetical resonance state, the tetraquark. The goal of this work is to exam-

ine whether the respective cross section is large enough to encourage a direct detection of the

tetraquark at the LHC conditions (yes), and whether this hypothesis can help to explain recent D0

data without assigning an unusually low value toσeff in the double parton scattering mechanism

(no).
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1. Introduction

After a number of discoveries revealing the existence of tetra-quark mesonic states and penta-
quark baryonic states, one should not be surprised with finding yet more particles in these families.
For example, it would not be unreasonable to suggest the existence of abb̄cc̄ state composed of
four heavy quarks. Its inner structure can be described as a hadron moleculeBc+B̄c, or a hadro-
quarkoniumϒ+J/ψ , or, most probably, the quantum superposition of the two. Such a state must
then be naturally connected to theBc+B̄c andϒ+J/ψ states, so that these quark configurations
could easily transform into one another if the invariant energy of the system is close to thebb̄cc̄
resonant mass. The hypothetical Tetraquark can thus be observed experimentally via its four-lepton
decay in theϒ + J/ψ channel. The goal of this note is to examine whether the respective cross
section is large enough to encourage a direct detection of the tetraquark at the LHC conditions, and
whether this hypothesis can help to explain the D0 data without assigning an unusually low value
to σeff in the double parton scattering (DPS) mechanism.

2. The model

We understand the production mechanism as a two-step process. The first step is a purely
perturbative one and refers to the production of aBcB̄c or B∗

cB̄∗
c pair in a short-distance interaction.

At the second step, the four heavy quarks get reshuffled in a long-distance final state interaction
thus forming theJ/ψ andϒ mesons. We start with calculating the production ofBc pairs in the
gluon-gluon fusion subprocess atO(α4

s ):

g+ g → B(∗)
c + B̄c

(∗)
. (2.1)

Here we follow the standard QCD Feynman rules and basically repeat our earlier work [1]. The
only innovation is in using thekt -factorization approach [2]. We see the advantages of the latter
in the ease of including higher-order corrections, which can be taken into account in the form of
kT -dependent parton densities. These corrections significantly modify the event kinematics; in
particular, they give non-zero transverse momentum to theBc pair and destroy the back-to-back
azimuthal correlations. Technically, the computation of Feynman diagrams implies a modified
gluon spin density matrix, which is now taken in the form [2, 3, 4] ε µ

g ε∗ν
g = kµ

T kν
T /|kT |2, wherekT

is the component of the gluon momentum perpendicular to the beam axis. In the collinear limit,
whenkT → 0, this expression converges to the ordinaryε µ

g ε∗ν
g = −1

2 gµν . In all other respects the
calculations are standard.

Throughout this note, the calculations are based on the following parameter setting. The
charmed and bottom quark masses are set to one half of theJ/ψ and ϒ masses, respectively:
mc = mψ/2 = 1.55 GeV andmb = mϒ/2 = 4.8 GeV (we also have to obeymBc = mb +mc); the fac-
torization and renormalization scales are set equal to eachother andµ2

F = µ2
R = ŝ/4 where ˆs is the

invariant energy of the partonic subprocess (this choice isLorentz-invariant and is symmetric with
respect to both final state particles); we useA0 parametrization for the unintegrated (kT -dependent)
gluon density taken from Ref. [5]; and we use radial wave functions of B(∗)

c mesons|RBc(0)|2 =
1.2 GeV3 taken from the potential model of Ref. [6]. Variations in thescalesµ2

F andµ2
R or using
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the A+ or A− gluon parametrizations instead ofA0 may increase or decrease the estimated pro-
duction rate by a factor of 2 or 3. Note however, that the aim ofthis note is not in giving exact
predictions for an unknown particle, but rather in giving some reasonable hints that would help to
make a decision on whether a dedicated search for a new particle is worth starting.

For an illustrative example we consider the kinematics of LHCb experiment, as it has no
complications and no reduction of the cross section coming from the cuts on the muon transverse
momentum. Note also that thekt -factorization approach was able to perfectly describe therecent
LHCb data on doubleJ/ψ production [7]; the matrix element of the latter process canbe obtained
from that ofBcB̄c case by just replacingmb with mc.

TheBcB̄c invariant mass spectrum calculated for
√

s = 13 TeV is shown in Fig. 1. We see that
the cross section mostly concentrates at nearby threshold,where the relative quark velocities are
not large, thus giving a good chance for final state interactions. As a consequence, the quarks can
reshuffle and formJ/ψ andϒ mesons:

Bc + B̄c → bb̄cc̄ → J/ψ + ϒ. (2.2)

To calculate the transition amplitude of (2.2) we, strictlyspeaking, need to know the overlap inte-
grals for the initial and intermediate, and for the intermediate and final state wave functions. For the
lack of the information on the tetraquark wave function, we use a semi-qualitative approximation
based on the 1/Nc topological expansion and quark-hadron duality.

The diagram of Fig. 1 with crossing quark lines is a typical nonplanar diagram in the 1/Nc

topological expansion [8, 9, 10]. Diagrams of this kind violate Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI) rule
and are suppressed by an approximate factor of 1/N2

c in comparison with OZI non-violating planar
diagrams of the same quark content (the latter refer to theBc+B̄c final states). The suppression
factor is easily calculable in our case by taking the projection of theBc+B̄c color stateδ bc̄δ cb̄ onto
theJ/ψ+ϒ color stateδ bb̄δ cc̄; taking the trace of color indices yields a factor of 1/8.

This factor gives the ratio of the production cross sectionsfor two different color configura-
tions, but it tells nothing on whether the two color singletsare bound or unbound. We can appeal
here to the ideas of quark-hadron duality [11] that the crosssection integrated over a continuous
spectum must be the same as the cross section summed over a discrete number of resonances. That
is, the estimateσ(J/ψ+ϒ) ≃ σ(Bc+B̄c)/N2

c shows the correct number ofJ/ψ+ϒ states, and if
the hypothetical tetraquark does exisit, this estimate corresponds to the tetraquark production cross
section; otherwise, it corresponds to the unboundJ/ψ ’s andϒ ’s.

Now we turn to numerical results. The integral production cross section times muon branching
fraction amounts toσ(pp → BcB̄c)Brϒ→µµBrψ→µµ ≃ 550 fb. By including the muon branchings
we also mean that the muons fit the LHCb kinematics 2< η(µ) < 4.5. Then, applying the topo-
logical suppression factor we find for theJ/ψ+ϒ production rate

σ(ϒ+J/ψ)Brϒ→µµBrψ→µµ ≃ 60 fb, (2.3)

where the estimated [12, 13, 14] four-lepton decay branching is not in contradiction with the naive
guessBrbb̄cc̄→µµµµ ≃ Brϒ→µµBrψ→µµ ≃ 1.5 10−3. So, the expected production rate is small,
though not discouragingly small, and is at least not smallerthan the integralϒ+ J/ψ cross section
measured by the collaboration D0.
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Figure 1: A diagram representing theJ/ψ+ϒ production mechanism discussed in the text (left panel) and
our predictions on theBcB̄c invariant mass ditribution at LHCb at

√
s = 13 TeV (right panel).

The tetraquark signal should be seen over a background formed by both single (SPS) and
double (DPS) parton scattering. First, we briefly discuss the SPS contributions. Contrary to the
production of same-flavor meson pairs, the associated production ofJ/ψ andϒ mesons in the color-
singlet mode is not possible atO(α4

s ). The leading SPS mechanism refers to a mixed singlet-octet
scheme, withϒ formed in the color-singlet modeg+g → ϒ+g∗ andJ/ψ coming from the virtual
(color-octet) gluon fragmentationg∗ → cc̄[3S8

1] → J/ψ . The fully octet modes are suppressed
because of typically much smaller values of the color-octetmatrix elements (as compared to the
color-singlet wave functions). These contributions can only become important at highpT , that is
not the main region of the LHCb phase space. Simulataneous color-singlet production ofP-wave
statesg+ g → χb + χc is possible atO(α4

s ), but is suppressed by lower values of theP-state wave
functions and, further, by the subsequent radiative transition branching fractionsχc → J/ψ+γ ,
χb →ϒ+γ . Simultaneous production ofS-wave color-singlets is possible atO(α6

s ); it is suppressed
by two extra powers ofαs and, especially, by the color algebra, as is explained in detail in Ref.
[15]. Besides, one can consider a non-prompt mechanism, i.e., the production ofϒ+b+ b̄ states at
O(α4

s ) followed by the decaysb, b̄ → J/ψ + X . This contribution is suppressed because of small
decay branching fractionBr(B → J/ψ + X) ≃ 310−3 [16]. All these contributions taken together
can hardly bring more than∼ 2 fb, even with the most optimistic choice for the color-octet matrix
elements. The dominant background is certainly brought by the double parton scattering. Using
the simple factorization formula [17]

σDPS(ϒ+J/ψ) = σincl(ϒ)σincl(J/ψ)/σeff (2.4)

along with the previously measured single inclusiveJ/ψ [18] andϒ [19] cross sections at
√

s= 7,
8, and 13 TeV

σincl,13TeV(J/ψ)Brψ→µµ ≃ 380 nb, (2.5)

σincl,7TeV(ϒ)Brϒ→µµ ≃ 2.5 nb, (2.6)

σincl,8TeV(ϒ)Brϒ→µµ ≃ 3.3 nb, (2.7)

extrapolating theϒ results to
√

s=13 TeV as

σincl,13TeV(ϒ)Brϒ→µµ ≃ 6 nb, (2.8)
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and takingσeff =15 mb we arrive at

σ(ϒ+J/ψ)Brϒ→µµBrψ→µµ ≃ 150 fb. (2.9)

With smaller values ofσeff suggested by some other measurements (σeff = 5 mb [20] or even
σeff = 2.2 mb [21]) we arrive at accordingly larger estimations of thebackground. The signal
is smaller than the integral background, but can be distinguished from the latter due to different
kinematic properties. The resonant peak in the four-leptoninvariant mass distribution contrasts
with the broad and flat mass spectrum generated by double parton scattering.

Finally, we turn to the data [21] provided by the Collaboration D0 at the Tevatron. The Collab-
oration reported on the simultaneous production ofJ/ψ andϒ mesons inpp collisions at

√
s = 1.96

TeV. Both mesons were seen in the muon decay channel, where all muons were required to have
transverse momentumpµ

T > 2 GeV and pseudorapidity|η µ | < 2.0. The production cross section
measured with these requirements was found to be

σ(ϒ+J/ψ)Brϒ→µµBrψ→µµ = 27±9(stat)±7(syst) fb. (2.10)

This number has to be compared with the hypothetical effect of a cc̄bb̄ tetraquark. Following the
method described above we find for the integral production rate at the D0 conditionsσ(pp →
BcB̄c)Brϒ→µµBrψ→µµ ≃ 22 fb. This is comparable with the experimental result Eq.(2.10), but one
has to keep in mind that only a fraction of allB(∗)

c pairs can convert intoϒ+J/ψ states. After
applying the topological suppression factor we are left with only 1 or 2 fb. The flatness of the∆φ
distribution seen in the data is yet not incompatible with the tetraquark hypothesis (if the tetraquark
mass is around 14 GeV; a result of the calculation not shown inthe present note), but the absolute
production rate probably is. So we conclude that the considered mechanism cannot take credit for
theϒ+J/ψ events observed by D0.

3. Conclusions

We have considered a new mechanism for prompt simultaneous production ofJ/ψ and ϒ
mesons. This mechanism consists in a perturbative production of B(∗)

c mesonsg+g → B(∗)
c +B̄c

(∗)

followed by a long-distance interaction that rearranges the quarks to formJ/ψ and ϒ mesons.
Passing fromB(∗)

c +B̄c
(∗) configuration toJ/ψ+ϒ configuration may proceed via a hypothetical

resonance state withbb̄cc̄ quark content.
We find that the considered mechanism may be strong enough to encourage a direct search for

thebb̄cc̄ tetraquark at the LHC conditions. At the same time, the estimated production rate at the
D0 conditions is insufficient to provide a reasonable explanation for the observedϒ+J/ψ events.
Of course, the conclusive evidence could only be provided byan explicit peak in the four-muon
mass spectrum.
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